
November 17th 2021 Sportsman's Lodge 5:30 pm
Joyce, Jay, Tony, Leonora, Darren by video attending

The minutes from the last meeting are reviewed which was October 28th, 2021 at the Marriott.
Darren reads the minutes. Tony motions to accept and Jay seconds. All approve.

The treasurer's report is given by Joyce. We have received a check for $282 but still needed is
Ricky's signature and minutes. We do have some deposits waiting in the wings for deposit.
Joyce will email Ricky for his signature which should complete this requirement. Leo motions to
approve the treasurer's report and Tony seconds. Motion passes.
We will need to file a form 1023 in order to be tax exempt. Darren will sign this form and return
to Joyce.

The discussion has now turned to the logo. Darren is in favor of using DLF as the loge.Joyce is
in favor of including the number 282.  We discuss including these two elements in the logo,
leaving out the butterfly and the thin blue line. This may not be met with agreement among all
family members. We may need to register the DLF282 to accompany the formal name. Tony
buys 3 domain names..the .com...org and.net for DLF282.All domains will point to the main
website for the organization. Jay motions and Leo 2nds that we accept DLF282 as the logo.
Motion passes.Tony will work on a design and email his designs along with a few options.
Jay suggests we consider Slack for group meetings as an option to Microsoft teams, We will
download the Slack app to our phones and try it.

Jay motions and Darren 2nds that we not meet during the holidays and our next meeting be Jan
6th. Motion is accepted. Joyce will work on a list of monthly expenses we are starting to incur
and money already spent by the original board members. The minutes will also go on the
secure side of the website so board members can review prior to meetings. Joyce makes a
motion to add minutes to website and Tony 2nds with all agreeing. Meeting is adjourned.

http://and.net/

